INSPIRED
BY NATURE

Natural Elements in Architecture and Design
Award-winning products and projects 2021
create a new harmony between human and
natural environment.

Designer and iF juror
Marta Alonso Yebra advices:
„In situ manufacturing is a
good example of how to reduce
waste and CO2 since it brings
together ways for dealing
with local materials and
crafts from different cultures.“

Nature has always been a source of inspiration.
At this year‘s iF DESIGN AWARD, lots of products and built projects create a

More and more architects and de-

new harmony between human and natural environment.

signers keep sustainability in mind
these days to create projects in

Whenever natural elements surround us, we feel right at ease, less stressed

harmony with nature. It seems like

and in touch with ourselves and the environment. A trend strongly recog-

they are aware of the harm made

nizable in hospitality as well as in residential by seeking to balance between

by a world heavily characterized by

ecological value, comfort, and modern design. Many Architects and desi-

plastic consumption and choose

gners have understood that there is a perceptual dialogue between the

materials that are easily associated

space and individual and thus environments for individual well-beings.

with topics of reuse and recycling.
These ideas are accompanied by a
new naturalness, to which the use
of local materials makes a decisive
contribution.

Holiday home Morelli is a holiday home in Tuscany. Built in a traditional Tuscan style, the house was restored and
extended with an outside area, and complemented by a modern interior. The terrace extends around the valley side
of the house and is equipped with pergolas, an outdoor kitchen and seating options. The interior is deliberately dark:
cotto bricks, colored interior plaster and bog oak fixtures determine the color spectrum. Looking towards a reduced
material palette, cotto was used throughout the house – on floors, the fireplace and the kitchens. Perfectly crafted
architectural furniture completes the project in contrast to the natural architecture of the house.

Morelli

Discipline: Interior Architecture
CATEGORY: Residential

Client / Manufacturer
Holzrausch GmbH
holzrausch Planung und Werkstätten
Forstern, Germany
Design
Holzrausch GmbH
Holzrausch Planung GmbH
München, Germany

Jury Gold Statement

Statement of the participant on Morelli

2020 was a tough year for huma-

Morelli is a special project in its uniqueness, reduction and clarity.

nity; and working from home is

Everything in the project was made especially for the house, only two large

now part of our lives. If only we

sofas were purchased - otherwise all the furniture, lighting, washbasins,

all could work from a home like

windows and door & window handles were custom made for Morelli.

this! Morelli is a beacon of return
to nature with style and sophis-

Morelli is a typical old house in Tuscan style that has been brought back to

tication. This brilliant project

life by a careful restoration.

showcases sustainability, using
local materials worked by local
artisans. Simply stunning!

White
Deer Plain

Discipline: Architecture
CATEGORY: Retail / Hospitality

Tongchen Hotel / Resort hotel Located in the middle of the white deer plain
in Xi ‚an, the capital of China‘s Shaanxi Province, this resort hotel was designed to make the most of the majestic surrounding environment. The project
is part of an overall local redevelopment plan, which includes architecture,
planning, environmental landscaping, comprising a variety of individual buildings and public facilities. The linguistic symbolism embedded in the architecture reflects continuity and rhythm. Changes in sunlight and shadow produce
different experiences.
Client / Manufacturer
Shaanxi Siji Yuanmai
Xi‘an, China
Design
Guang Zhou Hui Yi Ming Cheng
Architectural Design Co., Ltd.
Guangzhou, China
Wu Licheng

Jury Gold Statement

Statement of the participant on White Deer Plain

The Tongchen Hotel is a brilliant

The use of bamboo reflects the beauty of natural materials, it enriches its

work of architecture that con-

overall consistency and has a rhythmic change, carve light and shadow in

nects visitors with the natural

the space, the whole site of WHITE DEER PLAIN is paved with stones, have a

environment. The excellent use

strong sense of experience feeling.

of contrasting materials and
lyrical play of light and shadow
make this project an experience
that is equally respectful and
impressive. The linguistic symbols of architecture reflect the
continuity and rhythm of the
holistic concept.

OSOL

Discipline: Architecture
CATEGORY: Urban / Landscape

Art pavilion OSOL is a permanent art pavilion that was installed on the
west coast of South Korea. Over 1,000 pine trees have been growing alongside the tidal beach for more than 100 years. This scenic area was unveiled
to the public after the military wire fences were recently taken down due to
an easing of tension with North Korea. Inspired by the reflection of light on
the sea, OSOL, the pine forest-like structure made from anodized aluminum,
reflects the surrounding colors and allows visitors to gain a new perspective
on the relationship between man and nature, encouraging them to develop
a deeper appreciation of nature.
Client / Manufacturer
Hwaseong City
Hwaseong City, South Korea
Gyeonggi Cultural Foundation
Suwon-si, South Korea
Design
SOAP Design Studio
Seoul, South Korea
Soonyup Kwon, Eungyung Shin,
Dongsun Chang, Rahui Kwon

Jury Gold Statement

Statement of the participant on OSOL

A great example of how ar-

OSOL pavilion opened the relationship with nature and people. This has been

chitects and creatives take ab-

a fantastic project for the local people, helping them to be more conscious and

stract concepts and form them

engaging with nature and hopefully inspiring them.

into brilliant aesthetic and material solutions. The integration
with the lake and the pine trees
feels almost like a conversation
between humans and nature,
whispers between the wind and
the pine tree branches. A piece
of landscape architecture as
poetry, full of peace, inspiration,

Honest
house

Discipline: Architecture
CATEGORY: Residential
Residential home This is a design
that intimately suits the site environment, climate, natural features,
and the sensibilities of its residents.
In Japan, there is a large supply of
off-the-shelf homes (houses built
with generalized equipment and
specifications), but these do not
express the individual sensibilities of
each resident. This plan first focuses
on the minimum necessary „living“.
From there, the architect worked
with the residents while experiencing the time and seasons, eventually
creating a building that appealed to
each of the residents‘ five senses.
Client / Manufacturer
KIMURA KOUGYO Co., Ltd.
Kiyose-shi, Japan
Design
OGATAYOHEI
Bunkyo, Japan

Oranque

Discipline: Architecture
CATEGORY: Residential

Client / Manufacturer
kiriko design office
Kochi City, Japan
Design
kiriko design office
Kochi City, Japan
Kokutou Uemori

Residential home The land was an ideal spot that matched the lifestyle of the owners who wished to feel closer to
nature while remaining in the town. Considering the situation where the building can be seen from all the directions,
a facade used a doubled skin to hide the windows or unnecessary lines over the house and also to improve the insulation performance for heat and solar shading. Regarding the internal structure, the architects asked what should be
done so that the lush environment outside the site can be felt as part of the users‘ daily life? And how can they relax
comfortably semi-outdoors?

House 1/2
Discipline: Interior Architecture
CATEGORY: Residential

Client / Manufacturer
Hide Lin
Taoyuan City, Taiwan
Design
Residential architecture
The cabin is illuminated in the evening like a kerosene lamp in the dappled
shade of the trees, is coated with a layer of offline coziness. The core spirit of
the house is to reopen perceptions that have been clouded by busy urban
life. Furniture that pulls out into the outdoors, a barbecue grill that becomes
a kitchen, camping chairs that become living room chairs – these all represent
the extension of offline living to the outside. Built in six weeks as a 100%
tongue and groove house, with construction and interior living requirements,
an offline house is a process of creating a symbiosis with the environment.

doT & associates
Taoyuan City, Taiwan
Hide Lin (Design Director),
Dannis Lin (Project Designer),
Afei Lee (Project Designer)

Six-Direction
Meditation
Discipline: Architecture
CATEGORY: Residential

Six-Direction Meditation Courtyard House.

Client / Manufacturer

Residential building The design follows the Buddhist philosophy of

ICI Architecture

Six Directions, and integrates the architecture into the environment in the

Guangzhou, China

Six Directions of East, West, South, North, Sky, and Earth as if it grew
naturally from the wild. The project creates a natural and peaceful space

Design

designed to help people slow down and get close to nature and themselves

ICI Architecture

in the face of rapid and fierce urbanization.

Guangzhou, China
Jiayao Huang, Kejing Chen,
Daifei Che, Wang Lei, Wenwei Cai,
Qiulong Ye

Tranquility
House
Discipline: Architecture
CATEGORY: Residential

Residential building

Client / Manufacturer

The owners, an old couple, dreamed of going back to the countryside. They

e-depot

wanted to build a small weekend house where the whole family can gather. It

Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do,

is like a hideaway from everyday life. Since it is a vacation house, easy main-

South Korea

tenance and reasonable construction cost are crucial. Therefore, the design
evolved to use relatively simple forms and durable materials. It transformed a

Design

traditional gable roof into a floating box-shaped form.

´SnowAide
Seoul, South Korea

Residential building
Ícaro combines the benefits of
houses and urban apartments in a
sustainable three-tower complex in
Curitiba, Brazil. The project’s premise
is to offer naturally lit and comfortable environments while ensuring
the dwellers’ privacy using local and
natural materials. Considering how
users experience each space, the
apartments are like suspended houses, provided by wide openings and
a connection to nature. Concrete is
chosen for its visual strength, while
wood and glass are used to give it

ICARO
JARDINS DO
GRACIOSA

an organic and transparent touch.
The landscaping, with planters
embracing floor after floor, creates a
vertical garden in the city.

Discipline: Architecture
CATEGORY: Residential

Client / Manufacturer
AG7 Realty
Curtiba, Brazil
Design
Studio Arthur Casas
São Paulo, Brazil
Author: Arthur Casas
(Founding Architect)
Co-author: Gabriel Ranieri
(Director Architect)

Poem of Rain
Discipline: Interior Architecture
CATEGORY: Residential

Flowing into the Boundless
Realm: Poem of Rain /
Residential interior
Old houses in Taiwan usually feature
single-sided lighting. To resolve the
sense of oppression of such narrow
houses, the 2nd-floor slab on the
daylight side has been pushed back
to create a 7-meter elevated structure. Each floor is an open space that
uses a lot of glass, as well as the penetrating metal stairs and air bridge
that create a lithe flow line of light
and air. To recreate the raining scene
beloved of the owner, a karesansui
water bowl is positioned in the lobby, where single infinite ripples are
rendered from water droplets.

Client / Manufacturer
Shang Yih Interior Design Co., Ltd.
Taipei, Taiwan
Design
Shang Yih Interior Design Co., Ltd.
Taipei, Taiwan

Into the mountain: A cozy cabin / Residential interior

Client / Manufacturer

The cabin is located in the midst of a cloudy hillside and enjoys a magnificent

Corange Design

view of the forests. At night, it embraces a view of stars. With the idea of a

Zhubei City, Hsinchu County, Taiwan

vacation home, the cabin emphasizes the symbiosis with the environment
and draws elements from the forest to create a humanistic residence with an

Design

oriental Zen touch. From the wooden structure on the outside, the interior

Corange Design

of the house is made of solid wood. The large floor-to-ceiling windows bring

Zhubei City, Hsinchu County, Taiwan

natural greenery into the house.

Steve Lyu

Into the
mountain
Discipline: Architecture
CATEGORY: Retail / Hospitality

Sanctuary
of the Soul

Discipline: Architecture
CATEGORY: Residential
Residential interior

Client / Manufacturer

Home is the combination of life and spirit. The overall design of Sanctuary of

UNI-X ASSOCIATES

the Soul is free of complex decoration. Modern architectural techniques and

Nanjing, China

materials are adopted to express tranquility, which is impermanent and inclusive. The designer planned the space reasonably based on the owners‘ needs.

Design

The layout of three bedrooms, two living rooms and two bathrooms meet the

UNI-X ASSOCIATES

residential needs and the spiritual needs, and there is enough storage area

Nanjing, China

for the owners. Beauty does not exist in objects, but exists in the waves of

Yuntian Pan

shadows and light, as well as in the shade produced by objects.

Tanit
M/29/R
Discipline: Product Design
CATEGORY: Lighting

Portable lamp

Client / Manufacturer

Tanit is a portable and rechargeable table lamp that emits a soft light diffused

Bover Barcelona

through a screen woven by hand with cotton thread. The lamp‘s lightness,

Cardedeu, Spain

size, and stand-alone design make it suitable for a range of applications,
both in home interiors or public places, such as restaurants and hotels. Tanit‘s

Design

portability allows us to take a few steps further and transform outdoor spaces

Gonzalo Milà

into welcoming areas of tranquility and light quality. The handle of Tanit takes

Barcelona, Spain

on special relevance because of how it beckons us to pick it up and go out
and discover other uses for the lamp.

Hong Japanese
cuisine

Discipline: Interior Architecture
CATEGORY: Hotels / Spas / Restaurants / Bars

Client / Manufacturer

Restaurant interior

Fairytale Group

‘Hong’ is a Japanese restaurant built into a timber and wood warehouse from

Xi ‚an, China

the 1960s that was originally used to store movie props. The dining areas are
a combination of traditional Japanese architecture and ancient Chinese Tang

Design

style. The interior design of ‘Hong’ represents humanist and spiritual values.

Guang Zhou Hui Yi Ming Cheng

Architecturally and structurally, the designer retains the original wood struc-

Architectural Design Co., Ltd.

ture of the original warehouse roof, which evokes wonderful memories.

Guangzhou, China

MYMORY
Boutique Hotel
Discipline: Architecture
CATEGORY: Retail / Hospitality

The Rural Old House Reborn /
Hotel architecture
Within a village in Hangzhou, China,
the architects have completed the
renovation of an old rural house
and its adjoining four courtyards to
create a boutique hotel that blends
traditional architecture with contemporary design. The project has
been appropriately named ‘MYMORY’ (‘mymory’ consists of ‘my’ and
‘memory’, and this new word has a
similar pronunciation as ‘memory’).

Client / Manufacturer
MYMORY Boutique Hotel
Lin‘an, Hangzhou, China
Design
Atelier Right Hub
Hangzhou, China

VINTERA

Discipline: Product Design
CATEGORY: Kitchen

Kitchen sink

Client / Manufacturer

With the Vintera sink, the kitchen is no longer just a place for cooking and

BLANCO GmbH & Co. KG

eating, but also a room where you can celebrate the wonderful moments

Oberderdingen, Germany

of life with family and friends. This granite composite sink with a distinctive
apron front is reminiscent of a classic farmhouse-style sink. With two instal-

Design

lation options, a striking granite look and high resistance make this sink a

BLANCO GmbH & Co. KG

unique kitchen feature. .

Oberderdingen, Germany

Linnut
Discipline: Product Design
CATEGORY: Lighting

Lighting scultpures
Linnut, which means bird in Finnish,
is a collection of birds developed in
collaboration between Magis, Iittala,
and Oiva Toikka. The designers
started from the collection Birds, the
blown glass birds designed by Oiva
Toikka for Iittala since the 1970s.
This version and collection offer
birds made of rotational-molded
polycarbonate, a material that
creates an effect very similar to the
rich finish so typical of blown glass.
A fun and poetic, yet very innovative
collection.

Client / Manufacturer
Magis S.p.A.
Torre Di Mosto, Italy
Design
Oiva Toikka
Helsinki, Finland

SIGNATURE
Discipline: Product Design
CATEGORY: Bathroom

Client / Manufacturer
JOMOO Kitchen & Bath Appliances
Co., Ltd.
JOMOO Kitchen & Bath Co., Ltd.
Fujian, China
Design
JOMOO Kitchen & Bath Appliances
Co., Ltd.
JOMOO Kitchen & Bath
Deutschland GmbH
Munich, Germany
Matthias Lehner, Johann Dück,
Bathroom collection
SIGNATURE is a customizable collection of bathroom furnishings. Customization is the key element of the SIGNATURE collection, allowing elements to
blend in with individual bathroom styles and create unique ensembles. The
vanity unit can be individually configured with modules made to measure.
The selection of removable front covers made from a variety of materials can
be used to accommodate changing tastes or new interior designs. Moreover,
faucets and toilets can be matched to the front cover materials thanks to
customizable covers. All devices are controlled electronically and include an
integrated selection of light moods.

Maojiachen

Dance
with Nature

Discipline: Interior Architecture
CATEGORY: Residential

Residential interior
The project is mainly used as a vacation house and to accommodate
guests. By emphasizing the spatial
quality like a boutique hotel, the
project achieves a visually refreshing
design. The main focus was on how
to bring outdoor scenery into the
space. To fulfill the client‘s requirement, the designers chose materials
that echo the surrounding landscape
– stone, stone veneer and wood
– which are also easy to clean and
maintain. The overall color is based
on a scheme of grey and black.

Client / Manufacturer
YUANKING International
Interior Design Co., Ltd.
Kaohsiung City, Taiwan
Design
YUANKING International
Interior Design Co., Ltd.
Kaohsiung City, Taiwan

Natural Series
Discipline: Product Design
CATEGORY: Kitchen

Hood & hob
The design of the natural series is
inspired by the European culture‘s
understanding of nature. The
product is divided into two parts,
the top used to absorb lampblack,
enveloped around smoke, the middle strong fumes. The stove adopts a
minimalist pot holder shape with a
pure appearance, which also makes
it convenient for the use of different pots, and provides users with a
better visual experience and cooking
experience.

Client / Manufacturer
Midea Group
Midea Kitchen & Water Heater
Appliance Division
Foshan, China
Design
Midea Group
Midea Kitchen & Water Heater
Appliance Division
Foshan, China
Lv Chaosheng, Li Jianping,
Liu Jiahang

